MAINTAIN MIN. 1/2"
CLEARANCE
BETWEEN WOOD
AND MASONRY
WHERE APPLICABLE

FIRE CUT BEAM
WHEN MASONRY
IS CONTINUED ABOVE

1/2" SOLID
PACK
GROUT

MORTAR

48" CTR'D
ON BM SEAT OR
PER ENGINEERING

VERTICAL CENTERED
ON BEAM SEAT IN FULL
GRouted CELL. SEE STRUCTURAL
PLAN FOR REQUIRED NUMBER OF
ADJACENT GRouted CELLS.

USE CORNER BLOCK (SEE FIG. A)
TWO (2) COURSES UNDER BEAM
SEAT - GRouted CELLS FULL

BEAM OR GIRDER TRUSS
SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS

BEAM SEAT
SEE STRUCTURAL PLANS

BEAM SEAT

VIEW X-X

EXTerior

INTERIOR

8"x8"x16 "OMNI" CMU
BLOCK SYSTEM
CONTINUE WITH OMNI BLOCK,
STANDARD CMU, OR FRAMING
IF PARAPET

USE "END" BLOCK
FULLY GRouted 2 CELLS

BEAM OR TRUSS @ CMU

SCALE: NTS